
Benomic

We offer you:

· Fast commissioning

· Ease of maintenance

· Ergonomic system

· Stable and well-arranged system

The Benomic scissor lift is indispensable in the greenhouse. The Benomic is made for carrying out maintenance work 

at the right level. Stability, maintenance and ease of use were the starting points for developing the Benomic. Through 

the use of proven technologies, the Benomic is reliable in use and low in maintenance. Well-arranged controls and a se-

lection of lifting heights ensure that activities are carried out in an ergonomically responsible manner. Its robust design 

and hygienic finish make the Benomic indispensable with cultivation and maintenance activities.
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Benomic

The clear dashboard,  

with as few switches and 

control knobs as possible, 

ensures quick acceptance 

from the operator

Easily accessible parts 

and proven technology 

ensure simple and  

minimal maintenance

* when using out riggers

Because the foot pedal  

comes flush with the 

level of the platform, this 

increases the ergonomic 

posture for the employee

The use of proven  

technology makes the 

out riggers easy to adjust, 

ensuring your stability and 

guaranteeing your safety
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Benomic technical specifications

3 scissors 4 scissors

Length (cm) 193 193

Width (cm) C/C + 19 C/C + 19

Platform length (cm) 170 170

Platform width (cm) 42 42

Min. height (cm) 63 71

Max. height (cm) 440* 570*

Carrying capacity (kg) 120 120

Weight (kg) 450 550

Max. speed (m/min) 60 60

Traction battery (V/Ah) 24/110 24/110

Rail widths (cm) 42 – 80 42 - 80
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